
Summer Math Fun
Adler, David Millions, billions & trillions: understanding 

big numbers

Explains the concepts of large numbers in terms that young readers can 

understand and visualize.

Demi One grain of rice: a mathematical folktale The story of Rani, a clever young woman who uses her skill in 

mathematical thinking to outwit a self-indulgent raja and secure food 

for her starving people. 

Fisher, Valorie How high can a dinosaur count? A clever text and imaginative art mesh to create playful, simple math 

problems right on target for ages 5–99 

Leedy, Loreen Missing math: a numbers mystery The numbers all over town suddenly disappear. The animals can't 

count, use the phone, or even find out what time it is. Rulers, money, 

and computers have all become completely useless. . . .

Leedy, Loreen Measuring Penny Lisa has a homework assignment to measure something in as many 

ways as she can, using standard and nonstandard units. "Use your 

imagination!" is the last instruction the teacher gives the students. Lisa 

chooses her Boston terrier and the fun begins.

Leedy, Loreen Mission: addition Miss Prime and her animal students explore addition by finding many 

examples in the world around them.

Leedy, Loreen Seeing symmetry This clear and concise book explains different types of symmetry and 

shows you how to spot them make your own symmetrical masterpieces. 

Long, Ethan The Wing Wing brothers math spectacular! Wilber, Wendell, Willy, Walter, and Woody really know how to put on 

a show. Their slapstick routine is also a math lesson. They introduce 

the concepts greater than, less than, and equal to as well as addition and 

subtraction.

Markel, Michelle Tyranosaurus math He's a number-crunching dinosaur who chews on math problems as 

easily as he thunders through the trees. When his little sister is in 

terrible danger, T-Math even saves the day by using his measurable 

math skills. Is there anything he can't figure?

McGrath, Barbara Teddy bear patterns Readers sort teddies by color and then arrange them into patterns, that 

they can use to skip count, add, and even multiply.



Murphy, Stuart Betcha What do cars, toys, people, and jelly beans have in common? They can 

all be estimated. Two friends try out their estimating skills and find that 

estimating can have real rewards -- especially when there's a contest to 

enter!

Rosenthal, Amy This plus that: life's little equations What comes after 1 + 1? Just about anything! In this fanciful 

collection, Amy Krouse Rosenthal puts together unexpected 

combinations that always add up to something special.

Schwartz, David If dogs were dinosaurs If your dog were the size of a dinosaur, his dinner would fill your 

bedroom! If the moon were the size of a marble, earth would fit in your 

hands! If your submarine sandwich was as big as its name, the pickle 

would be as big as a life raft!

Schwartz, David Millions to measure There are millions of things to measure . . . and almost as many ways to 

measure them! Marvelosissimo the Mathematical Magician is back -- 

and ready to explore the invention of length, weight, and volume 

measurements.

Schwartz, David How much is a million? Schwartz challenges readers to imagine what a million, billion, or 

trillion of something means, while Kellogg's stunning artwork renders 

concepts into improbable and entertaining visions, helping to demystify 

huge numbers.

Schwartz, David G is for googol: a math alphabet book An enchanting alphabet book that will make its audience laugh out 

loud. Beginning with "A is for Abacus" and ending with "Z is for 

Zillion," the author takes readers on a roller-coaster ride through 

important terms and concepts.

Scieszka, Jon Math curse Three tales which work in fun science and math lessons. 

Tang, Greg Math fables From 1 to 10, these "lessons that count" are math magic for learning 

addition and subtraction.

Tang, Greg Math-terpieces: the art of problem solving Demonstrates the importance of four basic rules in problem-solving: 

Keeping an open mind, looking for unusual number combinations, 

using multiple skills (like subtracting to add) and looking for patterns.


